Introduction and Open Questions

I am fascinated by recent achievements in visual mapping and recognition and see clear opportunities in combining these with data-driven methods for robotic control. While the title of the proposal, tackling manipulation as well as navigation together might seem too ambitious, recent advances in deep neural networks have shown that very similar techniques can be applied to solve a variety of problems across widely separated domains. Manually engineered mid-level robotic control systems have been researched thoroughly over the past two to three decades, without much success for out-in-the-wild robotics applications, such as indoor service robots or driverless vehicles operating in the absence of heavily annotated maps. Recently successful machine learning approaches which can learn extremely complicated relationships between various high-dimensional input and output variables have the potential to alleviate these problems, opening the possibility for highly versatile and robust mid-level robotic control. I feel uniquely suited to perform (and supervise) this research given my experience in both machine learning applied to computer vision and software-hardware auto-tuning and high-performance computation. In the following, I highlight some opportunities and open questions in robot vision and control systems.

1.1 Robot Vision

A number of representations emphasizing different levels of detail have been proposed for scenes [18, 27, 37, 8, 29, 19], both from the semantic and the geometric vision communities. These representations emphasize either the semantic or the geometric aspects of the scene, e.g. a room cuboid with surface aligned bounding boxes to represent some of the objects or a Truncated Signed Distance Function (TSDF) voxel grid to represent surfaces. A superior scene representation would be one which could combine both these aspects into one fluid model - fluid because in real scenes objects can be moving and often the concept of object itself is not well-defined. I take inspiration from a video game scene representation called the Scene graph [4]. How can we compute the “inverse scene graph” given a stream of 2.5D images? How to define an optimal trajectory to refine the representation (active vision)?

Visual object detection has a rich history [7, 30, 23, 21, 34, 16, 32, 35, 12, 10, 33, 14], and is the most widely researched sub-problem in computer vision. Recently, large advances in detection performances have been made possible by the revival of deep convolutional neural networks [33, 14] relying on very large labeled datasets and exponential growth in computational resources (consumer GP-GPU devices). However, still the results remain far behind practically useful levels, at around 40% mean AP atleast in unconstrained
settings. One of the fundamental nuisances for computer vision - the loss of information caused due to projecting a 3D scene onto a 2D plane - and its consequences specially, ambiguity in segmentation, mean that there is a lot of potential for exploiting RGB-D images in conjunction with deep CNNs. Unfortunately, the large amount of (labeled) data - multiview depth images labeled at the level of object identities, geometries, and viewpoints - needed for such an enterprise do not exist. How can we exploit 3D reconstructions coupled with graphics rendering techniques and enriched with 3D CAD data to generate large quantities of finely labeled training (RGB+Depth) data?

On the side of geometric computer vision, dense SLAM [28, 27, 37, 8, 29, 19] is the problem of building rich 3D descriptions (as opposed to sparse keypoint-based representations) of the environment while estimating the location of the sensor at each point in time. Some of the most recent approaches in dense SLAM allow reconstructing detailed models of scenes, which can then be rendered from any viewpoint, and allow for segmentation exploiting both photometry and 3D geometry. These reconstructions can be useful for an indoor service robot or for an augmented reality pipeline. Unfortunately, these methods do not give any semantic meaning to the geometric structures, which significantly limits their applicability. How can we simultaneously perform object detection together with the 3D reconstruction? What are the representations at the level of data structures and computations that will make these methods scalable in terms of numbers and types of objects?

1.2 Manipulation and Navigation

A lot of work has been done on mid-level robotic control problems such as manipulation and navigation over the past two decades. Most of this work [9, 36, 31, 5] has focused on explicitly trying to perform state estimation and accordingly deriving control policies in either a deterministic or probabilistic framework. While this work has resulted in applications for relatively controlled settings; manipulation of different kinds of objects in an unconstrained setting, or locomotion in cluttered environments remain largely unsolved [2]. By and large, researchers have tried to focus on special cases of the manipulation and navigation problem and developed techniques to solve those special cases with varying degrees of success. However the question of how to optimally combine these interacting sub-systems into a full system in a robust way remains wide-open. Recently, the advances in GPGPU computation and the availability of large amounts of training data in some domains such as visual classification and speech recognition have enabled successes that were previously unheard of - while requiring minimal explicit modeling. Relatively few of these ideas have flowed into the robotics control domain mainly due to the unavailability of vast quantities of training data and because these are still early days in successful dissemination of dense SLAM and detailed semantic scene understanding results among the robotics control community.

The few early attempts include the LAGR system [17] for autonomous navigation which learns the mapping from raw input images to steering wheel control without requiring any explicit SLAM module. The system currently is not able to handle other moving vehicles, and works only for fixed (albeit fairly complex) scenes. This is because it will require many orders of magnitude more training data to learn the control with multiple other moving vehicles, directly from raw images. On the contrary, a more amenable higher level scene representation could reduce the need for training data significantly. Along similar lines, [22] propose a pipeline for robotic manipulation by learning direct mapping from image data to motor control signals using convolutional neural networks. Unfortunately the learned policies are specific to one kind of scene and object here, and not transferable to other kinds of scenes. For example, the system fails if the scene background changes or if the object dimensions change. Again a more sophisticated representation of the scene and 3D object geometries (as opposed to 2D images) fed as input to the deep learning pipeline could allow far more versatile capabilities. Another widely acknowledged work is about deep reinforcement learning for playing atari games [25], enabled by tons of training data generated through simulation. While a major weakness of the system here includes its limited memory and reasoning ability, the deep learning agent could nonetheless already be unleashed in a more realistic 3D environment to see how it would cope. One route would be still to do this learning in the context of a 3D game; however I believe a good physics simulator coupled with mixed reality graphics enabled by dense SLAM approaches and 3D CAD data could more directly enable realistic application. How can physical simulators be efficiently coupled with mixed
scene synthesis pipelines? How to make learning in such settings computationally feasible with available GPGPU hardware?

While ideally the learning algorithm should be able to learn the appropriate representation suited to the task from training data; in practice still a lot of hand tuning needs to be performed to guide that learner towards the right kind of features. There is already evidence [6] that providing richer scene representations, here simply in the form of optical flow, enhances prediction accuracy. Thus I strongly believe that representing the visual input as explicit rich higher-level representations comprising of geometry and semantics can significantly improve deep reinforcement learning pipelines. How can a detailed hierarchical 3D representation of the scene be coupled with a deep neural network?

2 Relation to my background

My research so far has focused on holistic scene understanding [38, 44, 41, 40, 42, 39, 24, 43, 26]: working on both indoor and outdoor scenes, for static and dynamic settings, both for computational/power constrained and unconstrained setups. I have thought a lot about where real-time 3D scene understanding is going, and tried to pin down the resources that will be available in the future by mobilizing industry and academic leaders in the domain [1]. Apart from my core expertise in robot vision, I also had the opportunity of working with researchers who have contributed a lot to robot manipulation and planning (group of Prof. Michael Beetz at TU Munich, CoTeSys research cluster). This experience gives me contextual understanding of the problems and successful approaches in these domains. I also possess an indepth understanding of various machine learning approaches as they have been applied to both computer vision and mid-level robot control.

This experience makes me well-suited to conduct and supervise the research proposed herein.

3 Societal Impact

Robust visual scene understanding and versatile control capabilities have the potential to completely change the way we live for the better. Applications enabled and made practical will include:

- Domestic service robots: from manipulation to path planning, enabling assistive households for the elderly.
- Industrial robotics: warehouse automation, as an example of robust sensing in uncontrolled environments.
- Self-driving cars: enable navigation without the need for high-resolution manually annotated reconstructions.
- Augmented Reality: enable new user interfaces and use-cases for ubiquitous computing.

4 Research Project

Concretely, I plan on initiating work on the following projects. Together with myself, I plan on supervising graduate students and postdoctoral researchers funded by European and Norwegian research grants. I know that NTNU already possesses a strong robotics group, and I would be looking forward to collaborating with them specially on the control aspect of these projects, and hopefully also on existing projects.

4.1 Hierarchical Scene Representations

While it is common to talk about objects in the context of visual recognition, the concept is not well-defined [11]. Is my desk an object? or are its legs the objects? or is my desk together with my computer on it one object? A natural representation for the 3D scene would comprise of these “object” hierarchies -
including provisions to modify the representation in case something moves or as we get more observations (in the case of a moving camera exploring an environment).

Objects are defined in [11] on the basis of grouping processes; objects are what pop out as the “ultimate” products of such processes. I imagine a tree representation of a set of images - which might be algorithmically implemented as divisive clustering, using deep learning based segmentation on the RGB channel coupled with 3D proximity.

We would start by recursively sub-dividing the scene: individual RGB-D images in a point-based fusion style dense SLAM framework [19], into a hierarchy based on pixel/surfel grouping. The root node would comprise of the entire scene, and an objective function comprising of our grouping cues (based on current view of the scene) would be evaluated to recursively sub-divide the surfel cloud. The edges of the tree would represent rigid transformations between these nodes. Planar segments, which are important components for most man-made scenes, would automatically pop out as a result of such segmentation. It is expected that in such a representation, my desk’s leg would automatically be a sub-tree, and if I cut the sub-tree at one higher node, I will get my desk, another branch up and I might get my desk together with all the clutter on top of it. A related idea in video games is called the Scene Graph [4] - we will be computing the “inverse scene graph”.

Doing bundle adjustment in the SLAM context on such a representation should be very cheap - since the rigid transform has to be computed and maintained for the 3D segments rather than individual (thousands of) surfels. Also having such an explicit hierarchical representation would allow us to perform learning and recognition - we could modify the representation in ways such as compress a sub-tree into a single leaf node based on prior knowledge etc. Further, since a single tree would probably never be perfect, why not have a forest of scene representations, which can be thought as multiple hypotheses for the scene. Each tree could yield a slightly different hierarchy which captures the inherent uncertainty/ambiguity about inter object relations/dependencies. Further, such a representation could allow functional relationships such as “is a” and “has a” to be readily captured.

4.2 RGB + Depth CNNs, Detailed Object Representations, Dense SLAM

Deep CNNs have been shown to improve object detection performance [33, 14] on RGB images. However, relatively little research has been done on training CNNs on RGB + depth images with the aim of detailed scene understanding, due to lack of large finely labeled training sets. Coarse grained 2D bounding box level detections are investigated in [15], but 2.5D images provide the opportunity for more detailed analysis of the detected object, e.g. direct estimation of object viewpoint and fine-grained classification. I believe that Dense SLAM approaches combined with graphics rendering techniques provide an excellent opportunity to generate massive amounts of such training data, together with fine-grained poses and segmentation masks. It is possible to further increase the size of such sets by synthetically varying lighting conditions and rendering 3D CAD data from CAD model databases. Weaker detectors and segmentation routines can be used to bootstrap a manual annotation process which can reduce the annotation effort by a large amount. CNNs learnt on such richly labeled RGB+D data would be far superior for object detection tasks.

4.3 Learning Mid-Level Robot Control

Detailed explicit scene representations incorporating geometry and semantics can allow superior deep neural networks to be learned for robotic control, as opposed to raw input images. We would start by utilizing pre-existing graphics pipelines [13] coupled with real world 3D reconstructions, and loaded into a state-of-the-art physics engine [20]. Incorporated into the simulated world would be a physical agent such as a PR2 robot [3]. The agent will physically try out a range of actions in a randomized sampling framework, all the while, recording the simulated data for training a deep reinforcement learning pipeline. The simulated scene would be encoded in terms of the hierarchical scene representation described above both for training and testing. Not only do I expect the vision to help control, but also the other way round. One demonstration scenario might be that of a PR2 robot operating inside an assistive kitchen: cleaning dishes, cooking meals, and moving around the kitchen in doing so.
5 Conclusion

I am interested in combining ideas from semantic and geometric computer vision for understanding complex dynamic indoor scenes. In particular, I am interested in bringing together evidence from both types of cues into a coherent and flexible representation. RGB-D cameras and deep neural networks have been shown useful for many applications in computer vision, however, they have not been exploited enough for holistic scene level understanding or active vision in real-time settings. I hope to alleviate this discrepancy through my research.

There is a lot of opportunity in robotic control to exploit recent advances in vision, machine learning, and GPGPU technology, which can enable versatile and robust application of robots for tasks such as manipulation and navigation. I am particularly interested in demonstrating the developed techniques in the context of an indoor service robot assisting humans in their daily routine.
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